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In the final days of Lara Croft’s iconic career,
the Tomb Raider will be reborn - and you are
invited to be Lara's trusted teammate on her
harrowing journey into the dark heart of the
earth. Experience visceral, action-packed
gameplay while you explore and unravel the
mysteries of the island in this intense and
original reboot of the Tomb Raider franchise,
written by the award-winning author of the
Icebound trilogy, Corinne Duyvis. The world
has changed, the enemy has evolved. With
the future of her island and the very life of
the world at stake, Lara must forge new
alliances, develop unexpected talents, and
ultimately embrace her destiny. Travel the
world, open-world gameplay, solve complex
puzzles, and discover your true calling in this
explosive rebirth of the Tomb Raider
franchise. Key Features: Explore the world.
For the first time ever, Lara Croft sets out on
her own and discovers a sprawling island, full
of secrets and dangers. Combat. Lara has a
variety of weapons at her disposal including
a bow, a machete, throwing knives, a
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boomerang, and other everyday tools. Fight
the world’s deadliest wildlife, and the
elements, and solve puzzles to uncover
ancient mysteries. Deeper Roleplay. The
main story will include Lara’s odyssey, and
the events that inspired her to become the
Tomb Raider she is today. Multiplayer. Play
cooperatively with your friends online in the
fully-realized multiplayer mode. Cloud Save
Technology. The game utilizes the Nintendo
Switch Online service allowing players to
take their save data with them to their
system of choice. Updates. New features and
improvements will be added based on fan
feedback. I recently got the chance to briefly
(had only a few days to spare) go hands-on
with The Final Hours of Tomb Raider. I was
really excited to see how the game has
grown in its final hours. At E3 2017, I had the
opportunity to see more of the game in the
“office” area. I’ve only briefly touched on the
gameplay, let’s take a closer look. The thing I
like most about the Final Hours of Tomb
Raider is that it feels more like a reboot than
a sequel or a remake. It’s been said that the
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game feels like one big journey instead of
many smaller ones. The location of the game
is now known: a lush island paradise, just a
short drive from the

Features Key:
Epic Single Player Campaign with beautiful cinematics and spectacular action
sequences inspired by the original game.
Puzzles, skills, weapons and abilities to test your wits and your reflexes and lead
Lara Croft into the ancient mystery of the Lost City of Gold.
Action packed multiplayer against other players in breathtaking first-person action.
Most locations, animations and models reused from the original game, with the
scale and detail on a par with current generation video game.
Immersive and interesting storyline, making Tomb Raider a true classic.
Highly detailed and realistic graphics.

Gameplay
1. New Lara Croft gameplay has moved away from her inventiveness to concentrate

on tombs, blades and traps.
2. All the areas of the game will feel familiar, but there will be new things for you to

explore, including single-player and co-op campaigns.
3. Immerse yourself again in the exhilarating of a Tomb Raider adventure.

Digital download includes: 

Adobe Flash.
Campaign themes and trophies.
Uplay Game Cache.

Tomb Raider - The Final Hours Digital Book Download
PC/Windows

From the team that brought you the first
three games in the franchise (Tomb Raider I,
Tomb Raider II and Tomb Raider III) comes
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the book, “Tomb Raider – The Final Hours,” a
stunning, comprehensive look at the first
four Tomb Raider games from the
perspective of the people who created them
– Crystal Dynamics. In this 11,000-word,
illustrated digital book (available in both
hardcover and e-book format), you will
experience the behind the scenes details
from more than 20 years of story
development that ultimately brought the first
four games to market. “Tomb Raider – The
Final Hours” presents in-depth details of the
creative process that went into making the
games, showcasing never-before-seen art
and videos left on the cutting room floor. The
interactive components bring the pictures,
videos, audio and more to life in ways you
have never seen before, allowing readers to
follow along as the first Tomb Raider game is
brought to life. In the Final Hours of Tomb
Raider, you will gain access to see: Behind
the scenes look at the development of the
new “Tomb Raider,” Exclusive concept art
and video of game elements left on the
cutting room floor, including rejected game
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design ideas. Interactive features including
360 degree panoramas of the Crystal
Dynamics office, an interactive music mixer,
and more. Additional features including an
interactive timeline, character biographies,
concept art and schematics, along with a
glossary of terms and a glossary of in-game
equipment. Concept art, as well as a never-
before-seen interview with the game’s
concept artist, Yerko Yerli The first time
many gamers have seen the abandoned
Tomb Raider in-game cutscenes, including a
never-before-seen glimpse of Lara’s early
journey as a young orphan in Nepal. The first
time many fans have seen the original voice
recordings of the game. The first time they
saw a glimpse of the young Lara Croft’s face.
They first heard the first voiceover of Lara’s
voice actress, Camilla Luddington, speaking
the first line of Lara Croft’s voiceover Details
of the worlds in which Tomb Raider was set.
Overview of the game’s art style and how it
evolved over the course of development.
History of the game’s three game design
directors, outlining their roles in the game’
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Tomb Raider - The Final Hours Digital Book PC/Windows

From a 2D pixel perspective, you will
experience and view game elements on
cutting room floor during the development of
Tomb Raider. Key Design and Art decisions:
You will be able to view conceptual designs
for the popular main character "Tomb
Raider" and the world she inhabits in the
game "Tomb Raider". Game Concept: Most of
the "Tomb Raider" game elements that
appear in the Final Hours of Tomb Raider
were created by Crystal Dynamics' lead artist
and creative director, Liz Moon. Music Mixer:
You will be able to listen to the Lara Croft-
inspired epic musical score created by Hard
Rock band "Orgy". Adaptions: You will view
environmental imagery used throughout the
game in the Final Hours of Tomb Raider. If
you have a Diamond Elite subscriber
account, you can purchase the game "Tomb
Raider - The Final Hours Digital Book" for a
10% discount. How did Crystal Dynamics
reinvent Tomb Raider? The Final Hours of
Tomb Raider is a digital book that takes you
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inside the studio during the four year
development of this franchise reboot.
Journalist Geoff Keighley chronicles the
teams journey, illustrating this 11,000 word
story with never-before-seen art and videos
from parts of the game left on the cutting
room floor. Key FeaturesIn the Final Hours of
Tomb Raider, Crystal Dynamics
reveals:Behind the scenes look at the making
of the new Tomb Raider.Exclusive concept
art and video of game elements left on the
cutting room floor, including rejected game
design ideas.Interactive features including
360 degree panoramas of the Crystal
Dynamics office, an interactive music mixer,
and more. Game "Tomb Raider - The Final
Hours Digital Book" Gameplay: From a 2D
pixel perspective, you will experience and
view game elements on cutting room floor
during the development of Tomb Raider. Key
Design and Art decisions: You will be able to
view conceptual designs for the popular main
character "Tomb Raider" and the world she
inhabits in the game "Tomb Raider". Game
Concept: Most of the "Tomb Raider" game
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elements that appear in the Final Hours of
Tomb Raider were created by Crystal
Dynamics' lead artist and creative director,
Liz Moon. Music Mixer: You will be able to
listen to the Lara Croft-inspired epic musical
score created by Hard Rock band "Orgy".
Adaptations: You will view environmental
imagery used throughout the game in the
Final Hours of Tomb Raider.
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What's new:

 (Amazon Kindle e-book) Tomb Raider - The Final
Hours Tomb Raider Tomb Raider’s hidden city of
Oasis: a sanctuary deep within the Great Pyramid.
Rain is falling and darkness rises. In the shadows,
creatures are rising from the tombs. The defiant city
must be reclaimed. Defeat the monsters and defeat
the gods. It’s a dream Come true for adventurer
Lara Croft and her friends. The mask of the
legendary Tomb Raider, regarded as an icon of
female empowerment, gives Lara the power to fight
against male chauvinism in the workplace and to
lead her teammates in punishing dark missions
undertaken out of respect. She is our hero, our
heroine and the alpha and the omega. The next
stage awaits her… Tomb Raider: The Final Hours is
the final chapter in the epic adventures of Lara
Croft. This is Lara’s chance to be reborn and become
the Tomb Raider of legend. In order for Lara to fight
her final battle, she needs an army to aid her and
she plans to get them. Every hero has an army and
Lara is no exception. Lara will need the aid of her
companions to teach her how to embrace her true
power, to utilize her new abilities and to show her
true destiny. As Lara uncovers the secrets of her
final revelation, a body count surges. The timeshare
of the gods is coming to an end as one by one their
creatures come awake. Will Lara rise and continue
on her quest for perfection or will she give in to
destiny and join the forces of evil? With her friends
on hand to keep her company, Lara must overcome
the odds and fight to her last breath. When Lara
Croft rose out of the dead, she was a force to be
reckoned with. Now, her time is almost run out. If
she couldn’t save her friends, she will make sure she
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saves the world. Tomb Raider: The Final Hours
presents the final face of Lara Croft: The hero who
fought her way out of the tomb, lost everything and
battled to protect the one to whom she became
bound to in the end. All we can do now is hope that
Lara survives the night. Download Now! THIS IS THE
END Lucas North dies inside a fireball-ridden Paris
Train Station, struck down by assassins hired by his
arch-nemesis Emmett Graves. The boy wonder of
secretive mercenary contracting industry is dead,
and with his senseless death comes the end of his
club, Tremulous (now called The Recon
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System Requirements:

PlayStation®4/PlayStation®3/PC/MAC
Internet connection and System software for
remote play are required to play the game.
Adobe Flash Player 10.2 or higher and
OpenGL 2.0 or higher CPU: Intel Core i5 2.7
GHz or AMD equivalent Memory: 2 GB RAM
or more Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660
or ATI Radeon R9 290 or above PlayStation®
4/PlayStation®3/PC/MACPlayStation®4/PlayS
tation®3/PC/
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